
- Villager Tax -

LC-1, EH-1, ST-2, MC-1, MC-1, BH-1, K-1, 
BH-2, SC-2, A-1, SC-2, L-1, LC-2, CH-1 
CASTLE HEART: 20

VILLAGER MORALE: 60 

Villagers spawn at Tier 3 until  Villager Morale is 30.  
Villagers spawn at Tier 2 until  Villager Morale is 10.  
Villagers then spawn at Tier 1.When morale reaches 
zero, spawning stops

TILES REQUIRED

In times of hardship it is the commoner who feels it 
most, and times are hard indeed.  Ever is greed the 
master of the brooding evil at the castle heart. The 
Monsters dwelling therein have chosen this season to 
raise the taxes and collect, without thought for the 
misery they cause. Yet they have reckoned without the 
villagers, who have secreted stashes of gold and wealth 
about the castle in a bid to convince the villainous tax 
collectors that they have nothing for them to take. 
Undeterred, darkness stirs, and such impudence must 
be punished! 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS:

Any monster passing through the Chapel suffers the Silence 
condition.

Any town hero passing through the Kitchen regains 2 Health.

The second Banquet Hall (BH-2) is in darkness.

Villagers attacking in or from the armoury gain +1 damage.  
Villagers attacking a Monster also in the armoury confer Sunder 
any time they wound a Monster.

DIFFICULTY: 
To increase the difficulty in 3+ player games activate the blue 
spawn point in all tiers. To decrease it, try starting your monster 
with one or two level-ups.

MISSION COMPLETE: 
The villagers are beaten once more into subjugation and 
all the spoils have been taken from their desperate 
clutches! It was not as though you needed it, but there 
was great pleasure in finding and taking the coins and 
treasured items of the impoverished.  A pleasure not 
derived from possessing their meagre wealth, but in 
inflicting the misery upon them of no longer having those 
luxuries for themselves.  Now the poor villagers will have 
scant food and clothing, while the banqueting halls at the 
castle overflow with feasts and mead.  They will shiver in 
the darkness unable to light their homes or bring warmth 
to their hearths while we make great burning fires of 
their dreams to warm ourselves.  All is right with the 
world once again.  Happy Christmas, from Village Attacks.

VILLAGE EVENT TRIGGER: 5, 10, 15, 19 
OBJECTIVE:  Collect the caches of gold then slay the 
remaining Villagers.

DIFFICULTY: Hard | TIME 80 mins

ROOM CONDITIONS:

The blue spawn point is inactive in a two player game. It is 
inactive after Tier 3 in a 3+ player game

Red objectives may be collected with a ranged dice to find them, 
and a melee dice to collect them. Place a Sundered token by them 
to show they have been found if they are not collected straight 
after. These are worth 50 gold.  
Blue objectives work the same way. They are however worth 100 
gold.

The Yellow objective is the greatest prize, this one is worth 200 
gold

The Monsters must collect all the gold to win, but the Monster 
who collects the most gold is the overall winner.  

If the Monsters are tied on Gold then each Monster in contention 
rolls all their dice. The Monster who rolls the most Melee 
symbols wins

If you are playing with an expanded Town Hero
deck, then no more than 5 heros are to be active
at any one time.




